CHAPTER 1
IS THERE SUCH A THING AS LIFE?
“Life is a spiritual pickle which keeps the body from decay”.
A. Bierce

It was Dr. Albert Szent-Gyorgyi, a Nobel prize-winning biochemist,
who wrote: “Life, as such, does not exist”.1 Most of us would quickly
disagree with him, Nobel prize notwithstanding, because we know that
life is all around us in the forms of people, animals, and plants.
We may not have noticed that he did not actually write “life does
not exist”, but rather “life as such” does not exist. “What we can see
and measure are material systems”, continued Dr. Szent Gyorgyi, “which
have the wonderful quality of ‘being alive’”.1 That is, one cannot put
“life” in a test tube. There is no freestanding entity called “life”. The
Hungarian-born scientist did not deny the concept of life, only that it
can exist autonomously, apart from material systems.2,3
Living organisms blanket the Earth so extensively that a typical
gram of soil will contain at least ten thousand microbes. Spores (inert
forms of microorganisms) swarm in the air, and specimens of marine
life have been seen in the deepest recesses of the oceans, several kilometers in the deep rocks, where hydrostatic pressures approach
1000 atmospheres.
Not only are living organisms everywhere, they come in an
astonishing array of forms. It is estimated that the number of diverse
species on our globe runs into the millions!4 Their combined activities
make Earth’s surface a throbbing web of constant change.
An important aspect of the biosphere is that diverse orders of
organisms support the existence of each other. A prime example
is the work of nitrogen-fixing bacteria, without which plants could not
access the abundant nitrogen available in the air. Soil microorganisms
and bacteria living in the roots of certain legumes in symbiotic relationship
convert the nitrogen gas in air to water-soluble nitrates and nitrites.
Plants then use these for their growth.
Plants also utilize carbon dioxide from the air to manufacture carbohydrates, harnessing solar energy. This process, photosynthesis, liberates
oxygen. Non-plant organisms use oxygen in generating energy by
burning up plant material and by releasing carbon dioxide as waste.
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form of life existed.
While evolutionists have
always insisted that this FIGURE 1.1. Photosynthesis and the carbonindeed was the case, oxygen cycle throughout the biosphere.
recently there is a reluctance to become specific about the nature of the putative precursor
organism(s) of modern life forms. This happened partly because of the
discovery that the chemical
makeup of heat-tolerant
ANIMALS
microorganisms seems to be
more similar to eukaryotes
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(cells with nuclei), than to
other forms of bacteria. Thus
the previously perceived,
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clearly defined, relative
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became blurred.
An older pictorial repreALGAE
sentation of how different
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have evolved from each
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other is shown in Figure 1.2.
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All life forms were believed
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to have originated from
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ancient “prokaryotic cells”.
This evolutionary bias is
FIGURE 1.2. An earlier version of the postu- seen in the commonly used
lated evolutionary relations of the major term “prokaryote”, meaning
life forms.5
“before kernel” in Greek, to
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FIGURE 1.3. Phylogenic relationships among life forms based on ribosomal
RNA sequences.6

designate any bacterium. (The term “kernel” represents the more
commonly used word “nucleus”.) The latest evolutionary scheme, shown
in Figure 1.3, features a phylogenetic tree, where the trunk and the
branch-points are unidentified and it is no longer clear whether the
putative evolutionary ancestor was with or without a true nucleus.
The great variety and abundance of living organisms on Earth is in
stark contrast to the apparent sterility of our cosmic neighborhood.
Based on several decades of probing, there is no hard evidence to
suppose that any extraterrestrial life forms exist in the solar system.7
Furthermore, in the past few years very intensive “listening” has been
underway for intelligent extraterrestrial radio signals,8 again, so far with
no results. The apparent uniqueness makes the study of life all the more
exciting.
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GRAPPLING WITH THE DEFINITION OF LIFE

Entire fields of knowledge are connected with studies of living
organisms, i.e., biology, microbiology, biochemistry and biophysics. Yet
after two centuries of dedicated study we still do not have a very satisfactory definition of life. For example, one dictionary defines life as
“the property or quality that distinguishes living organisms from dead
organisms and inanimate matter, manifested in functions such as metabolism, growth, response to stimuli and reproduction”.9 This definition
accurately describes in a general way the most recognizable features
of living organisms, but it does not illuminate the core concept of life. It
leaves unspecified what “that property or quality” is, which enables
matter to behave in such a unique manner that the term “life” is required
to describe it.
Many forms of living matter exist as hierarchies of increasingly
complex structures. Cells join to form tissues, tissues interact to fashion
organs, and organs compose organisms. The term “life” has different
technical meanings, depending on whether it refers to cells, organs or
organisms. This concept may be seen when upon the unfortunate death
of an accident victim, his or her organs (which are still “alive”) may be
transplanted into another person. Under appropriate conditions the new
organ will continue to “live” because its individual cells are alive and
they interact with each other harmoniously to carry out the organ’s
functions. It is the cells of the organs that are the smallest units of life.
When they die, life disappears. Thus a good place to begin the study of
life is the cell.
Deciphering the composition and workings of cells on the molecular
level started in earnest at the beginning of the twentieth century when
scientists reached a sophisticated understanding of organic chemistry.
Knowledge of the operation of living cells continues to grow to this day
at a dizzying pace. As of the middle of 1999 the complete genomic
structures of twenty-three organisms are available.10 With the help of
computer analysis it has been possible to parse the chromosomes of
these organisms into genes. Furthermore, utilizing the concept that genes
with similar nucleotide sequences often code for proteins with similar
functions, educated guesses are made about the roles of newly found
genes. Within a few years we may have a complete understanding of
the internal workings of some bacterial cells.
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Beyond achieving an ever-clearer grasp of life-processes, scientists
are now able to alter organisms by placing new genes into them. Optimism is rampant that soon we will understand the molecular secrets of
cellular differentiation, the formation of diverse daughter cells from one
parent cell. Currently a worldwide effort is underway, with the leadership
of the United States, to determine the nucleotide sequence of the entire
human genome, some 3 to 4 billion nucleotides long. Such knowledge, it
is claimed, will enable us to find out how cancer develops and how its
spread may be arrested. We may also gain a better understanding of a
host of other diseases which are caused by aberrations in the genetic
material. Doubtless, we live in the golden age of biology, and we may
eagerly anticipate many existing discoveries in the near future! As
comprehension of the unique properties of living matter reaches unprecedented heights, we are positioning ourselves to answer the age-old
question, What is the origin of life on Earth?
SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 1

1. Life is not a freestanding entity. The only experience we have
with life is in association with certain types of matter.
2. Organisms in Earth’s biosphere are mutually interdependent.
3. It is becoming increasingly difficult to postulate the nature of
the hypothetical evolutionary ancestor(s) of modern organisms
in the light of the unexpected finding of similarities between
certain thermophilic organisms and eukaryotes.
4. The term “life” has different meanings, depending on whether
it refers to organisms, organs or cells.
5. A century of biological and biochemical research has propelled
us into the golden age of biology.
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